
MANUFACTURER
Laminated Doors

Technical Door Units 
Bespoke Carpentry



Chrono Portes
■• Paris Portes Range

Laminated Doors
■• Full-core doors
■• EI 30
■• EI 60

Technical doors
■• Sound-proof
■• X-ray doors
■• Preschool doors
■• Double-action

Fire door sets 
EI 30 or EI 60
■• Single-action
■• Double-action

Door frames
■• Wood
■• Metal

Types of frame
■• Wooden fixed frame
■• Sliding door frames

Veneer service
• Melamine or laminated 
panels

Postforming
• Bespoke furniture
• Sink units
• Work surfaces

For over 20 years, Paris Portes has been  
specialised in the manufacture of laminated or 
unpainted doors and technical door units.

Over the years, we have developed our pro-
duction tools and our expertise to adapt to 
your markets.

With our 10,000m2 of storage and production 
areas, not far from Paris, Paris Portes can offer 
you:

*providing signed order is returned and for an extra fee

A dynamic team 
at your service

Permanent stocks          
in 50 finishes 

A range of technical 
products

Rapid shipment 
and quotes in 
24 to 48 hours

Chrono Porte
your door in the 
range ready in 3 

hours!*

Delivery of your 
orders all over France 

and Europe



THE DOOR RANGE

Single-, two-, three-panel doors, all heights 
or with continuous transom

Sound-proof doors Rw 30/38/40 dB EI 30 
and EI 60

Single- and double-action security door 
units EI 30 and EI 60

Fire doors / swing doors / finger-safe 
doors / preschool doors, etc.

ALL TYPES OF MACHINING ON REQUEST

WIDTH
FREE PASSAGE

MAX. DIMENSIONS WITH DOOR OPEN

REAR OF RABBET

OPENING THIRD

Example of door with unequal leaves



Red wood door frames
56 x 67 / 54 x 86 / 56 x 97 / 56 X 117 in stock

Sliding frames
A sliding frame can be fitted with a metal-framed sliding door with plasterboard on 
each side. It saves on space compared with the systems typically used in France.

Special sections and dimensions on request

Special sections and dimensions on request

Door Dimensions Dimensions FF
Overall 

dimensions
Free passage 
dimensions



Standard or EI 30 vertical and horizontal trap doors
Contact us

Pre-painted or coated medium PLC skirting boards
Straight or rounded 70 mm and 100 mm boards 

Veneer services
Veneering, panel cutting on request, and all types of machining. 
Veneering of thin edges or PVC.

Postforming / Bespoke furniture

Bathroom sink units
Water-resistant chipboard 19 mm with 80 mm front piece and 100 mm 
rear piece in standard depth of 600 mm.
All other lengths can be made on request.

Work surfaces
Water-resistant chipboard 28 mm or 38 mm.
Maximum length 3000 mm or 3050 mm according to chosen surface.

ALL OTHER FORMATS AND DIMENSIONS ON REQUEST
Optional cutting of sink units and reveal option



Good to know
 
This section shows the main options available when you order a door.

A. Edging strips
Edging strips are located on the vertical sides of the door.

       • Straight edging strip

       • Primed edge

       • Lap edge

B. Mortice
The mortice is a form of machining creating a space into which the lock is inserted.

C. Different types of locks
Please give the reference of your lock when you order or more simply buy your doors already 
fitted with locks.

Mortice

Safety lock Button Lever lock Lever lock Latch lock Key lock

Faceplate mortice

Faceplate
Lever handle hole 

Cylinder hole

Complete mortice

ALL OTHER TYPES OF LOCK ON REQUEST.



D. Different types of hinges
Our standard door frames are supplied with universal split hinges, but we can provide you with 
other types of hinges on request.

Universal male 
split hinge

Reinforced stainless-steel 
hinge 140 x70

Classification according to 
French standards

Classification according to 
European standards

Universal female 
split hinge

Dual-action hinge
Allows door to be opened in 

both directions.

Invisible hinge
60 Kg load. Allows door to be 

opened to 165°

We also carry out the different finishing of hinges for the removable partitions 
available on the market.

Applicable norms
To conform to the decree of 22 March 2004, from 1 April 2004 fire doors have been tested accor-
ding to the European testing standards EN 1634-1 and NF EN 13501-2. The decree outlines the 
methods of proof required, namely, an official report from an authorised French laboratory, valid 
on the date building permission or works authorisation were granted. Classification according to 
the NF EN 13501 standard is marked by the letter E for fire-resistant doors (the equivalent of PF for 
French standards) and EI for fire-cutting doors (equivalent of CF according to French norms). The 
duration of the fire-resistance rating is given in minutes.



CHRONOPORTE RANGE

LES TONS UNIS

Our range of laminates consists of 50 finishes selected from the market leaders and stocked in  
different formats so that a standard or made-to-measure door can be supplied rapidly.

A “chronoporte” door can be made in three hours ex-works for an extra charge (contact us for more 
details).

The Paris Portes range is available in the following colours:

Our selected range is oriented to HPL (High Pressure Laminated) quality 
laminates respecting the European NF norm EN 438-1. The surfaces are 
hard and resistant to use, to scratching and to impacts. They are 8 or 9/10th 
thick according to the finish, with a tolerance plus or minus 0.10 mm.
Despite our best efforts, the colours presented may differ slightly from those 
of our products due to the printing methods used.

CARBONE

MOONSTONE

LEMON

CARIBBEAN BLUE

PEARL GREY

BURGUNDY

EMERALD

EGGSHELL

ORANGE

LAVANDIN

STORM GREY

CHOCOLATE

APPLE GREEN

ORCHID

MEGÈVE WHITE 

CHERRY RED

CHARDONNAY

NUTMEG

SUNFLOWER

PACIFIC



■WOOD HUES AND FINISHES

BANYAN BLACK

STAINED ROYAL
OAK GREY

NATURAL OAK

ROMANA 
CHERRY

WHITE MAPLE

WOODLINE 
CAFÉ

WENGE

BLEACHED 
BANYAN

LIMOUSIN PEAR 
WOOD

BRUSHED GREY

 ASHEN FRUIT
  TREE

HORIZONTAL 
LIGHT OAK

VENETIAN 
WALNUT

MAINEAU   
BIRCH

BRUSHED 
METAL

SMOKED TULIP 
WOOD

WENGE OAK

LIGHT CERUSE

SARDONYX
CALVADOS

WOODLINE 
CREAM

MEGÈVE WHITE 

HORIZONTAL
BROWN OAK

QUEBEC OAK

HONFLEUR 
APPLE WOOD

SYLVER BLACK

WASHED OAK

LIGHT FERRARA 
OAK

CREAM LAKE-
LAND ACACIA

BERGEN  
BEECH

BLACK GRANITE



COMPANY
Tampon

Date:ORDER FORM

Delivery address:

Contact on site: Tel:

Preferred date

Quantities

Observations:

Name and signature: The client acknowledges our terms and conditions on the fol-

lowing page and, in particular, the retention of ownership clause. 

These general terms and conditions, including the retention of 

ownership clause accepted by the client, are immediately appli-

cable once the request to open an account has been accepted 

by our credit service.

Required information:

Sizes
Right Left

Colour Type of machining

Mortice
Rounded faceplate
Lever handles
Single handle
Button-lock door knob
Strike plate
Transom bolts
Semi-fixed bolts

Priming
Hinges
Grooves
Glass panel
Saw notch on door
Saw notch on transom
Rabbet
Parcloses

Retractable edging strip
Rubber brush seal
3-direction rabbet
Fire seal
Special transom machining
Varnished edging strip

Door opens to:

Colour of 
doors

Type of 
Hinges

Number of 
Hinges

Type of  
Lock

Position of 
Lock

Type of  
Frame

Collection Delivery TransportOrder
N°



SALES TERMS AND CONDITIONS Applicable from 01/01/2014

Any order results in the acceptance and acknowledgement by the buyer of the present general sales terms and conditions, of which he cannot oppose any clause that has 
not been the object of an explicit and written agreement on our part. If any one of these general conditions or exemptions should be cancelled for any reason whatsoever, 
only the clause(s) in question will be considered as non-applicable, and the agreement will be maintained in all its other effects. To be binding on Paris Portes, any particular 
condition must have been confirmed in writing by the company headquarters.

1. FORCE MAJEURE
By “force majeure” is understood, notwithstanding the term as defined by the French courts, an unavoidable event that makes it impossible or solely unreasonably more 
costly to carry out our commitments, even if this event is foreseeable and/or is not external to the victim of the event, and particularly in the following cases, but not limited to 
them: strikes, lock outs, transport stoppages, scarcity of transport vehicles, regulatory import or export bans by the national or international public authorities, quota limits, 
fires and machinery breakdown, social disorder, insurrections, riots, acts of terrorism and war are considered as cases of force majeure. A case of force majeure will result 
in Paris Portes choosing to cancel its commitments or to suspending deliveries temporarily without damages and interest being charged to Paris Portes.

2. ORDERS
Every order is definitive and cannot be cancelled for any reason whatsoever by the sole wish of the buyer. The orders transmitted to representatives, agencies or employees 
of Paris Portes must be confirmed in writing by the Paris Portes company. Paris Portes is only committed to an order in the limits of product availabilities.

3. PRICES
The price to be paid by the client is calculated on the basis of the prevailing list price when the product is billed and according to price scales and other conditions that are 
applied to it. The list prices are given for information purposes. Prices given by representatives are only valid after written confirmation by Paris Portes. Paris Portes list 
prices can be revised at any moment. The new prices are automatically communicated to the buyer within a reasonable lapse of time before their application. When prices 
are given postage paid, additional costs and, in particular, transport by train on a branch line, excise duty or toll fees are at the expense of the buyer.

4. INFORMATION TO CLIENTS
Paris Portes recommends that its clients should prime unpainted doors on reception, and, in any event, before they are sent to the worksite. It is also indispensable always 
to treat both sides of a door at the same time and in the same way. The buyer must provide written proof that Paris Portes has been informed of the final destination of the 
product or of the materials. Preserving the quality of Paris Portes wood depends on the humidity level of the premises or places in which it is stocked or placed. Paris Portes 
cannot be held responsible for deformation, warping or shrinkage due to abnormal conditions of humidity.

5. DELIVERY
The Paris Portes warehouse always represents the delivery location. This principle cannot be excepted due to our taking charge of all or a part of the transportation. In this 
case, Paris Portes acts as a simple agent of the buyer. The delivery schedules given by Paris Portes, and which have been accepted by the buyer by acknowledgement of 
receipt of the order, although calculated as precisely as possible, are only given as a guide. The liability of Paris Portes cannot consequently be engaged by any delay in 
delivery and any penalty or indemnity cannot be due for this reason, except where stipulation to the contrary has been explicitly accepted by Paris Portes at the moment 
the transaction is concluded.

6. GUARANTEE
The materials or products sold conform to the conditions and specifications mentioned on the order form or delivery note, and acknowledgement of receipt of the order by 
Paris Portes. Paris Portes guarantees its products against all visible or hidden design or construction defects that are bought to our attention by the buyer by registered 
letter within three days of receiving the goods. The obligatory guarantee of Paris Portes is strictly limited to the repair or replacement of parts that have been recognised 
as defective. All other expenses that may result from these repairs or replacements, as well as all damages, are excluded from this guarantee. Any report of defects, to be 
binding on Paris Portes, must be carried out by both parties. The buyer remains responsible for the negative consequences affecting the goods (in particular, loss, deteriora-
tion) during transport (except for transport by Paris Portes) or after delivery. In no event can Paris Portes be considered as responsible for deterioration in products resulting 
from transportation. The buyer must examine the products on arrival and, in case of delays, damage or missing parts, address a complaint within forty-eight hours. It is 
the buyer’s responsibility to take any legal action against the transporters in conformity with the provisions of articles L 133-3 and L 133-4 of the French commercial code. 
Complaints relating to the conformity of the materials or products unrelated to all issues linked to transport must be made within three days of delivery. No return of goods 
will be accepted except where it has been explicitly authorised by Paris Portes. In this case, the goods must be sent postage paid. In the event of a refusal of the delivery 
of the ordered goods, Paris Portes may reappropriate the goods after a notification by registered letter with acknowledgement of reception has remained without effect for 
eight days. Paris Portes will retain, if need be, the deposit paid in compensation without prejudice to all other damages.

7. RETENTION OF OWNERSHIP
The buyer takes possession of the goods only when the price and any additional costs including any penalties have been paid in full. If payment is not made on the due 
date, Paris Portes can, without the obligation to inform the client officially, retake possession of the goods and materials that were sold. If the products or materials have 
been used or have undergone deterioration while they have been kept by the buyer, the latter will suffer all the consequences, the transfer of risks being at the charge of 
the buyer after delivery, as defined by article 5 above. The seller will also be able legally to assert the clause of retention of ownership in the conditions outlined in articles 
L 621-122 and L 621-124 of the French commercial code.
All goods that are in the possession of the buyer on the day of a declaratory judgement of receivership will be considered, by agreement between the parties, as being those 
that remain unpaid. In the event of bankruptcy of the buyer, the inventoried goods in the stocks of the buyer will be considered unpaid.

8. PAYMENT TERMS
Normal payment schedule: Except for any clause to the contrary, the payment of invoices issued by Paris Portes are made at its headquarters by bank transfer or automated 
bill of exchange at 30 days end of the month the 15th, in accordance with the French LME law. The starting date for the payment schedule is the day the goods are received 
and the presentation of the corresponding invoice. Reduction for advance payment: The payment of the entire amount figuring on the invoice prior to the due date fixed will 
lead to its recipient benefitting from a discount on the reduction of 0.3% a month, calculated on the net amount invoiced and in proportion to the number of days remaining 
before the due date. Penalties for delays in payment: The non-payment of a sum due will result in the legal cancellation of the payment terms, the remainder of the price 
being payable immediately and the forfeiture of the terms being established immediately for all outstanding payments. The due date is understood exclusively as the date 
given on the invoice concerned. Failure to respect the payment schedule will also result in the application of penalties of normal past-due interests from the first day following 
the due date at the legal interest rate increased by five points. It is explicitly stipulated that any payment by the buyer is allocated in priority to the oldest unpaid invoices.

9. PENALTY CLAUSE
As a penalty clause, the defaulting debtor will pay Paris Portes damages equal to 15 % of the unpaid debt of principal and interest, not including the costs that may be 
charged to the buyer for recovering the amounts owed.

10. JURISDICTION
The interpretation and execution of the present sales terms and conditions as well as any resulting actions will be submitted to French law. Any litigation arising from the 
present general sales terms and conditions will fall under the exclusive jurisdiction of the Commercial Court on which the Paris Portes headquarters depends.



ACCESS

By Public Transport
Metro line 5: alight at Bobigny Raymond Queneau. 

Then take 145 bus towards Cimetière de Villemomble 
and alight at the Paul de Kock bus stop.

Opening hours

Monday 8 am to 12 & 1.30 to 5.30 pm 

Tuesday  8am to 12h & 1.30 to 5.30 pm 

Wednesday 8am to 12h & 1.30 to 5.30 pm 

Thursday  8am to 12h & 1.30 to 4.30 pm

Friday 8 am to 12 noon

Paris Portes SAS and Chronoporte are registered trademarks. All the companies and brand names mentioned have been registered 
by their owners. This document is non-contractual. Paris Portes reserves the right to change the characteristics of the models pres-
ented at any moment and without prior notice. Despite our best efforts, the colours presented may differ slightly from those of our 
products due to the printing methods used.

Shipment and transport all over France


